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Abstract
This deliverable introduces the concept of AGILE gateway and presents the preliminary hardware
architecture of the makers and industrial versions of the gateway. The deliverable illustrates the
methodology adopted for the design of the gateway, reports the results of the requirements
analysis performed in WP1 and WP8 and provides the preliminary specifications of AGILE
gateways.
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IoT

Internet of Things

M2M

Machine to machine

B2B

Business to business

DFM

Design for modularity

BTO

Build to order

NRE

Non-recurring engineering costs
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1 Introduction
This deliverable provides the preliminary hardware specifications of the AGILE Gateways and
illustrates their hardware architecture. The requirements collected from the analysis of the
pilots (WP8) have driven the definition of the gateways specification and the design of their
architecture. Starting from these elements, the deliverable illustrates the initial hardware design
of the AGILE Gateways.

2 AGILE Gateways
The AGILE platform is an integrated solution for IoT application that exploits the benefits
provided by a modular hardware platform and a pervasive software framework that
complements each other. This chapter provides an introduction to the AGILE Gateways, to the
methodology adopted for their design and to the elicitation of the requirements collected from
the pilots.

2.1 AGILE IoT Gateways
The AGILE Platform is based on two different versions of a modular gateway:
•
•

the makers-friendly version, for easily and fast prototyping of IoT solutions and
the industrial version, aimed to M2M, IoT and industrial markets.

The makers version is based on the RaspberryPi version 2 (Rpi) [1], an existing embedded
solution that is well-accepted in the makers community and results appropriate for proof of
concepts implementation and fast prototyping. The Rpi represents the hardware baseline for
the AGILE makers gateway and is extended with an expansion module that adds modularity to
the Rpi itself. The expansion module (also called “shield”) is designed to be plugged on top of
the Rpi and allows users to easily plug in further hardware modules: networking modules,
memory expansion modules, sensing modules, etc.. Through this approach, existing Rpi can
easily become an AGILE gateway, featuring all the features the AGILE project will deliver:
considering the dimensions of the Rpi developer community this solution potentially guarantees
a wide adoption of the AGILE platform.
The industrial gateway introduces the next generation modular embedded systems, proposing
the concept of modularity as a new approach in multiservice gateways design. The industrial
gateway represents the transition to a global, flexible, standardized hardware platform that
fulfils current customer requirements and ensure a solution for new customers, markets and
opportunities. In the industrial gateway every main architectural element is a module that is
designed following a common set of rules that ensures interoperability and expandability. The
hardware architecture of the industrial gateway is partitioned in the following modules: cpu,
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carrier, I/O, internal expansion, external expansion, storage, power supply and gateway
enclosure. The module represents the minimal standardized building blocks of the gateway and,
depending on the application, can be a commercial module, an AGILE standard module or a
custom module. Any module that provides new features and capabilities to the carrier module
is considered as an internal expansion module, while, any module that will provide new features
and functionalities to the gateway through the enclosure will be considered as an external
module. With this new philosophy, the industrial gateway, guarantying the reduction of time to
market and engineering costs, represents an optimal solution for a general purpose flexible
multiservice gateway, capable to satisfy the requirements of several markets: transportation,
industrial, environmental monitoring, medical, logistics, security, surveillance, etc..
Despite being so different, both in terms of technical features and objectives, the two gateways
share the AGILE platform, that complements them on the software side. They share also the
hardware modularity, a key requirement in order to ensure hardware flexibility and
expandability.
The following figure illustrates the methodology adopted for the architecture design of the
AGILE Gateway.

Figure 1: methodology adopted for architecture design.
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2.2 Design methodology
The methodology adopted for the design of the AGILE gateways is inspired by their modularity
and is called “Design for modularity” (DFM). DFM follows and extends an emerging trend in
hardware design and manufacturing known as “Build to Order” (BTO).
BTO is a manufacturing process in which manufacturing of a product starts only after a
customer's order has been received. With this approach, after receiving customer's orders, a
pull-type supply chain operation starts, because manufacturing is performed when the demand
is confirmed. BTO manufacturing is used by companies to create products to the exact
specifications requested by a customer, but only when required. There are several advantages
and disadvantages adopting this manufacturing strategy:
+

the products are tailored to the customer's needs which ensures customer satisfaction;

+

it eliminates unnecessary inventory activities;

+ - it doesn’t require supply of inventory: the inventory could potentially be empty;
-

it takes longer for customer orders to be filled.

Fortunately, in the embedded system market the disadvantages of the BTO don’t represent a
critical issue and, furthermore, they can be mitigated by DFO support. The classical strategies
for implementing BTO includes: supply chain simplification, concurrent design of versatile
products and flexible processes, the mass customization of variety, and the development of a
spontaneous supply chain. Starting from these strategies, the integration of a hardware design
methodology based on modularity and reuse (the DFO), complements the BTO approach and
extends it from the design to the manufacturing phases.
Vice versa, the key objective of the DFM methodology is to allow mapping a custom design in a
design based on standard modules. Unfortunately, modularity has a cost and, very frequently,
it is not covered by the low volume and higher costs of a custom product. From this point of
view, the adoption of the BTO strategy ensures the reduction of the costs of manufacturing a
modular embedded system.
Summarizing, the main objectives of DFM & BTO are:
•
•
•

reduce the effects of fixed costs;
reduce the development costs;
offer custom products with lower costs.

The DFO approach adopted for the design of the AGILE gateways considers two different types
of modularity:
•

modularity for existing HW - an expansion module (shield) allows the RPi to be extended
with new modules;
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intrinsic modularity - in the industrial gateway any architectural element is a module.

The modules can be further classified in three categories:
•
•
•

logical modules: these modules are design time modules and disappear as such in the
final implementation of the gateway;
integrated modules: these modules are design time modules and persist in a modular
form also if integrated in the gateway;
physical modules: these design modules become real physical modules.

The DFO methodology for the design and development is organized in two phases:
A. definition of a gateway reference design: the objective of this phase it to define a
reference design of a general purpose modular hardware platform that represents the
hardware baseline for the design of a gateway conceived for a specific vertical
application. The reference design can be directly implemented, but is extremely more
useful as a model.
B. Definition of a vertical consolidated design: the reference design is consolidated in a
custom gateway that satisfies the specific requirements of a vertical domain or
application. The consolidation process exploits as much as possible the modularity of
the reference design, trying to minimize the modules customisation.
The first phase of the DFM methodology is organized in seven different steps:
1. analysis of the company expertise and background, analysis of the vertical markets, of
customers profile and needs, etc.. This phase sets the starting knowledge base for the
entire design process.
2. Requirements identification in terms of:
a. system functionalities,
b. target price,
c. lead time,
d. life cycle.
The requirements identification relies on the knowledge base available from step 1.
3. Reference partitioning of the system architecture.
4. Preliminary reference design definition.
5. Design review and optimization based on the target verticals:
a. technical aspects,
b. manufacturing, stocking planning and operation aspects,
c. vertical evaluation.
This phase relies on the knowledge base available from phase 1 and provides a set of
trade-off, adjustments and costs balancing on the preliminary reference design.
6. Reference partitioning refinement.
7. Final reference design (based on off-the-shelf modules and/or custom modules).
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The following figure illustrates the first phase of the DFM methodology.

Figure 2: DFM first phase.
Once the reference design of the gateway is available, the final consolidated design can be
implemented adopting the second phase of the DFM methodology, with the following steps:
1. customer or pilot requirements analysis.
2. Mapping and/or fitting the requirements on the gateway consolidated design.
3. Identify and select the best implementation choices for hardware modules. In this step,
for each module, the designer must decide if the design level module
a. becomes a physical module;
b. is integrated on the carrier;
c. is integrated in a SoC;
4. Identification of potential custom modules development.
5. Final consolidate design of the gateway.
The following figure illustrates the second phase of the DFM methodology.
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Figure 3: DFM second phase.

2.3 Requirements elicitation
The design of the makers and industrial versions of the gateway is based on a set of hardware
and software requirements that allows the identification of the gateway specification. Following
the indications of a set of significant requirements, ensures that the final design of the gateway
will meet the expectation of the vertical domains in which it will operate. In order to be
significant and effective, the requirements have been identified adopting two different
strategies and information sources:
•
•

expertise and previous background;
vertical domains and application analysis.

The first strategy works on the baseline of experiences, know-how, intellectual property, market
and knowledge of vertical domains that have been acquired by the project partners in years of
activity. This strategy allows mainly to identify horizontal technologies, best practices and
general (and probably common) requirements that allow to identify a rock solid reference design
for the gateway.
The analysis of vertical domains and application provide more information about the concrete
requirements that emerge from a specific use of the gateway in a specific context. This second
phase of the requirements elicitation is as much important as the previous one, because it allows
to define, starting from a solid reference design, a final design that is correctly dimensioned for
a vertical domain and application.
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The design of the makers and industrial versions of the gateway is the result of the convergence
of these two phases. The analysis and design activities, required by the first phase of
requirements identification, have been performed in the context of WP1 while, for the second
phase, the requirements elicitation has been performed in WP8 and finalized in WP1.
The pilots described in WP8 have been analysed in order to identify a comprehensive,
representative and detailed set of requirements covering the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

hardware;
software;
user interface;
integration with could platforms;
security and privacy;
system and IoT platform.

For each hardware requirement, the following details has been identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ID: the identification number of the requirement, it is a unique progressive number;
Name: a synthetic but representative name;
Description: a detailed description of the requirement;
Type: the main class of the requirements, i.e. hardware (HW), software (SW), user
interface (UI), systems (SY), etc..
Category: the category of the requirement in a specified type, i.e. Modularity,
Connectivity, Processing, Storage, etc..
Related components: the embedded systems involved in the pilot that generated the
requirement.
Source: the list of the identifiers of the pilot requirements that refer to and generated
the current hardware requirement.

The source requirements identified during the analysis of the partner’s background and
expertise, and during the pilots study, have been coded as follows:
•
•
•

PX_HW_N: pilot X, hardware (HW) requirement number N;
MK_HW_N: “makers” (MK) gateway hardware (HW) requirement number N;
ID_HW_N: “industrial” (ID) gateway hardware (HW) requirement number N.

The source requirements obtained from pilot analysis are reported in deliverable D8.1, Appendix
II, while the source requirements obtained from the analysis of the partner’s background are
reported in this deliverable, in Appendix I.
This deliverable is focused primarily on hardware requirements but takes into account also all
the requirements that could have a direct or indirect impact on the hardware specification of
the gateway.
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The preliminary results of the requirements elicitation are presented in this deliverable, but the
elicitation activities will continue until M18, when the final results will be presented in
deliverable D1.2. The final requirements will be the reference point for the final version of the
design of the AGILE gateways.
The following sections briefly illustrates the reference pilots for the two versions of the gateway
and introduce the common requirements shared by them.

2.3.1 Makers gateway reference pilots
The AGILE “makers” gateway is focused on fast prototyping of IoT solutions. This role is
supported by the fact that it will be used in several pilots as evaluation of the applicability and
impact of AGILE in the IoT ecosystem.
The “makers” gateway will be adopted in three different pilots that allowed to identified vertical
domains specific requirements. Due to the nature of prototyping and the relation to the IoT,
there are several requirements that are shared among all the pilots:
•
•
•
•

small dimensions;
low power consumption;
multiple connectivity options;
capacity of processing and storing data;

Regarding the pilots, Pilot A, which collects data from self-tracking devices from users (like
wristbands or smartwatches), needs to be able to connect to those devices, that use BLE or WiFi
connectivity. Therefore, it requires a good level of flexibility and modularity as far as concerned
the connectivity options.
Pilot B, whose aim is to monitor cattle using UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), is more
demanding in terms of power consumption and long range connectivity: in this pilot we need to
communicate to longer distances using radio protocols like ZigBee or 802.15.4.
Finally, Pilot E consists in the monitoring of a port area for public safety. It has to monitor several
areas in risk of chemicals accidents, gas leakages or oil spills. For that reason, it requires the use
of different sensors in order to collect the data and evaluate it.

2.3.2 Industrial gateway reference pilots
The AGILE industrial gateway is a general purpose modular platform conceived to cover several
application domains: transportation, industrial, environmental monitoring, medical, logistics,
security and surveillance.
Environmental pollution has become an issue of serious international concern and is more and
more stimulating the development and adoption of methods and technologies to monitor and
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reduce the effects of pollution. This is an interesting and challenging market, with both potential
economical outcomes and a strong societal impact.
Environmental monitoring has long history of technological solutions, characterized by high
development and maintenance costs, low territorial coverage and complex certifications: these
barriers have confined the diffusion of high-end monitoring solutions to a limited set of vertical
context, typically managed by the public authorities.
The convergence of hardware integration, reduction of sensor costs, IoT and M2M technologies
introduces a new panorama where it is really possible to deliver low cost, high quality monitoring
systems with a capillary coverage of the territory. This convergence leads to a new era of
solution for environmental pollution monitoring.
Starting from these motivations, AGILE project decided to focused one of the pilots on the
environmental pollution monitoring: Pilot C is responsible to deliver an AGILE based solution for
air quality and pollution monitoring in industrial and public environments. The pilot is based on
a network of monitoring stations, based on the AGILE platform, that provide multimodal,
multisource and pervasive monitoring of air quality and pollution. The pervasive nature of this
solution is based on a cloud integration platform that cooperates with the AGILE platform to
provide final user and B2B services.
The Industrial gateway reference design doesn’t refer to a specific pilot, being the result of ETH
background and expertise, both in terms of embedded system technologies and considering the
experience acquired in several vertical markets. The reference design of the industrial gateway
is the baseline for the design of the AGILE gateway adopted in the monitoring station (Pilot C).
Starting from the industrial gateway reference design, the environmental monitoring station will
be designed following some additional hardware and mechanical macro requirements that
represents the peculiarities of Pilot C:
•
•
•
•
•
•

small dimensions;
low power consumption;
multimodal, multisource modular sensing;
multiple connectivity options;
geo-localisation;
rugged and fine mechanical finishing.

2.3.3 Shared requirements
The requirements elicitation process allowed to identify a set of requirements shared between
the makers and industrial versions of the AGILE gateway. This is an important result that
contributes to demonstrate the uniformity of the AGILE Platform and the high level of
integration between its hardware and software components.
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The presence of shared requirements suggests also the possibility to solve with a common
approach the issues and challenges of different vertical application: this is exactly one of the
objectives of AGILE project, that proposes a flexible and multi domain platform both during the
design and development of the solution, and during deployment and operations.
The shared requirements have been identified comparing the requirements collected in the five
Pilots described in work package 8. All the similar requirements that that have been identified
in different pilots, have been merged in a new hardware requirement, that is shared by the two
gateways.
The following table illustrates the shared requirements (see section 2.3 for columns description).
The identifier of the requirement is composed by three fields separated by “_”: HW that stands
for “hardware”, SH that stands for “shared” and the last field represents the incremental
number of the requirement. The identifier (ID) is specified in the first column of all the table in
this deliverable.
ID

Name

Description

Basic
connectivity

The gateway must
support different
communication
channels: Wi-Fi and
Ethernet.

Category

Related
Source
Components

Connectivity Shared

PC_HW_1,
PA_HW_2,
PA_HW_3,
PD_HW_2,
PD_HW_3,
PB_SW_2

The AGILE Gateway
BLE
must support BLE
HW_SH_2
Connectivity Shared
Communication Communication with
sensors

PA_HW_1,
PD_HW_1,
ID_HW_10,
PE_HW_1

HW_SH_3 Dimensions

The AGILE Gateway
must be compact.
Width x Depth x
Dimensions Shared
Height < 140x260x70
mm

PC_HW_9,
PA_HW_4,
PD_HW_4,
PB_HW_1,
PE_HW_3

External
HW_SH_4 finishing and
ruggedness

The Gateway must
provide an external
finishing and a
ruggedness level
appropriate to the

PC_HW_10,
PC_HW_11,
PA_HW_4,
PD_HW_4

HW_SH_1

Mechanics
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Description

Category

Related
Source
Components

pilot in which it is
deployed.

Processing
HW_SH_5
power

The AGILE Gateway
should include
processing
capabilities and
Processing
functionalities
suitable for the pilot
in which it is
deployed.

HW_SH_6 Memory

The AGILE Gateway
should include an
amount of memory
Processing
suitable for the pilot
in which it is
deployed.

HW_SH_7 Storage

The AGILE Gateway
should include a
permanent storage
unit appropriate to
the pilot in which it Storage
is deployed. The
permanent storage
can be an internal or
external unit.

Shared

PC_HW_16,
PA_HW_5,
PD_HW_5

Shared

PC_HW_18,
PA_HW_6,
PD_HW_6

Shared

PC_HW_19,
PA_HW_7,
PD_HW_7,
PB_HW_2,
PΕ_HW_8,
PB_HW_2,
PE_HW_6

The connectivity
could be provided by
Communication communication
HW_SH_8
Modularity Shared
modularity
physical modules,
integrated modules
or logical modules.

PC_HW_2,
PA_HW_9,
PD_HW_8

The sensing
capabilities could be Modularity Shared
provided by sensing

PC_HW_4,
PA_HW_9,
PD_HW_8

Sensing
HW_SH_9
modularity
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Description

Category

Related
Source
Components

Sensing

Shared

PC_HW_13
PE_HW_7

Shared

MK_HW_7,
ID_HW_23

physical modules,
integrated modules
or logical modules.
The gateway must
provide geoHW_SH_10 Geo-localization
localization
functionalities.

HW_SH_11 Basic standard

The gateway must
be designed to meet
Standard
the FCC and CE
specification.

Table 1 – Shared requirements.

3 AGILE Makers Gateway
The “makers” version of the AGILE gateway is based on the popular Raspbery Pi (Rpi) version 2.
This gateway is composed of a Rpi as base platform, on top of which a shield is connected. The
Rpi+shield combination is the core of the “makers” gateway. Then, to this core, different
extension modules can be connected, always being AGILE-compliant. The Rpi+shield has
expansion slots for adding various networking modules that will enable the Rpi to communicate
with IoT devices over various wireless technologies. The AGILE software will be compatible with
it. The shield that will be connected on top of the Rpi is compliant with the HAT [3] (“Hardware
Attached on Top”) specification for Rpi [1], which defines the standard to be followed by shields
designed for Rpi.
Many shields (or add-on boards) to be plugged on top of Rpi can be found at the market.
However, not all these shields comply with the HAT standard. Since our add-on board has been
designed according to it, in this documentation we will refer indistinctly to it as shield or hat.

3.1 Requirements
The main requirements for the “makers” gateway are listed in the next sections. The “makers”
gateway is designed starting from the well-known Rpi platform, therefore the requirements are
partially already covered by the features provided by the Rpi. The requirements described in this
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section are complementary to the requirements shared by the two versions of the gateway (see
section 2.3.3). The identifier of the requirement is composed by three fields separated by “_”:
HW that stands for “hardware”, MK that stands for “makers” and the last field represents the
incremental number of the requirement.

3.1.1 General requirements
Name

Description

Category

Related
Source
Components

Notification
LED

The AGILE Gateway
should provide
notifications to the
users through LEDs.

Interfaces

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_6,
PA_HW_8

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_1

The Maker’s gateway
should provide a stable
hardware platform to
Standard
allow developing any
SW layer on Raspberry
Pi.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_2

HW_MK_4 Peripherals

The Maker’s gateway
must allow to connect
two different radio
Modularity
protocols at the same
time as peripherals.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_4

HW_MK_5 Hot swap

The Maker’s gateway
must allow hot
swapping the radio
Modularity
modules while the
Raspberry remains on.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_5

External
HW_MK_6
Sensors

The Maker’s gateway
should simplify the
Modularity
integration of external
sensors trough

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_9

ID

HW_MK_1

The shield must be
Rpi
HW_MK_2
directly pluggable on a Modularity
Compatibility
Raspberry Pi 2.

HW_MK_3

Platform
Stability
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Description

Category

Related
Source
Components

common hardware
structures like ADCs,
etc.

External
Power

The Maker’s gateway
should support an
external power source
to feed the Maker’s
Power
gateway, as an
alternative powering
method.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_10

Physical
Connection

The shield must use a
40 pin female
connector to allow a
physical connection
with the Raspberry Pi.

Modularity

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_11

External
Access

The Maker’s gateway
must leave the
raspberry Pi GPIOs
physically accessible
for the user.

Modularity

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_12

The shield must not
affect the Raspberry Pi
Rpi Full
platform and allow the
HW_MK_10
Modularity
Compatibility normal usage of all of
its features, being fully
compatible.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_13

The HAT must not
affect the Raspberry Pi
platform and allow the
Modularity
normal usage of all of
its features, being fully
compatible.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_14

HW_MK_7

HW_MK_8

HW_MK_9

HW_MK_11

HAT
Compliance
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Name

Description

Category

Related
Source
Components

HAT
Dimensions

The HAT must respect
the dimensions
specified for the
Maker’s gateway.

Modularity

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_15

HW_MK_13 GPIO usage

The HAT should
minimize the GPIO
usage and leave GPIOs Modularity
free for other user
applications.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_16

HW_MK_14 EEPROM

The Maker’s gateway
must include an
EEPROM to identify the Modularity
HAT according to the
standard.

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_17

HW_MK_15 Zigbee

The Maker’s gateway
must be compatible
with the zigbee
protocol.

Modularity

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_18

HW_MK_16 802.15.4

The Maker’s gateway
must be compatible
with the 802.15.4
protocol.

Modularity

Maker’s
Gateway

MK_HW_19

HW_MK_17 Weight

The maximum weight
of the gateway
including payload
Weight
container must be less
than 400g

Maker’s
Gateway

PB_HW_3

Maker’s
Gateway

PB_HW_4

Magnetic
Maker’s
Disturbance Gateway

PB_HW_5

ID

HW_MK_12

The gateway should be
HW_MK_18 Power Supply powered by 12V (max Power
2A) or/and 5V (max 2A)
HW_MK_19 EMC

The gateway should
not generate any
magnetic disturbance
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Name

Description

Category

Related
Source
Components

or excessive L-band
noise (GPS)

HW_MK_20 Robustness

The gateway enclosure
should provide an
environmental
Maker’s
Robustness
isolation and
Gateway
appropriate to the
specific pilots.

PE_HW-4

Table 2 – “Makers” gateway requirements.
This deliverable is an initial version of the design; therefore, it describes the requirements
associated to the radio modules which are expected to be integrated in the project. As there
isn't still any definition of the final modules to be integrated in the project, the requirements of
this section will refer to two of the most likely candidates, which are the ZigBee [4] radio protocol
and the 802.15.4 [5] radio protocol.

3.2 Architecture
In this chapter, the current version of the makers gateway will be described. It is an initial version
since it could vary depending on different needs during this project lifetime.
The makers gateway is composed of a Raspberry Pi, a shield (also called hat) and different
communication modules plugged both to the hat and directly to the Rpi.
The main structure of the makers gateway is thought to provide two expansion radio sockets for
the Rpi platform, with the necessary power and communication capabilities for the most popular
IoT radios on the makers community.
The expansion radio sockets are managed by a control unit, which takes control of each one
separately and can turn on or off each one when needed. Besides that, the control unit also
manages the other shield features like LEDs, buttons etc. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the
shield with more details.
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Figure 4: makers gateway shield schematics.
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3.2.1 Raspberry Pi HAT board specification
The AGILE makers gateway has been designed following the requirements of the Rpi HAT board
specification.
Back powering the Rpi through the 5V pin is not allowed, so the protection circuitry described
in the specification is not included. A 40 pin connector, with two rows of 20 pins, with 2.54mm
of pitch, is used to space the hat 11mm from the raspberry Pi, meeting with the requirement to
space the board between 10mm and 12mm.

3.2.2 Dimensions
The PCB dimensions of this shield meet the mechanical requirements defined in the hat
specification. The Display and camera slots are not implemented as they are optional
requirements. Next diagram, Figure 5, shows the physical dimension of the makers gateway in
millimeters.

Figure 5: Makers gateway hat dimensions in millimetres.

3.2.3 Hardware architecture
The next diagram shows the main parts of the shield:
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Figure 6: Makers gateway hat main blocks
3.2.3.1 Communication sockets
The makers gateway allows connecting two radio modules at the same time by using the two
Xbee form factor sockets. The Xbee form factor has been chosen because its popularity between
the makers community and the big amount of IoT radios already designed in this way.
Each socket has a 3V3 supply which can be switched on or off independently, allowing save
power turning off the radios when they are not used.
Besides, the UART and SPI communication buses are available on both sockets, making easy to
integrate most of the IoT radio modules on the market.
Finally, each socket has a push button and a LED, to allow “hot swapping” radio modules while
the Raspberry Pi remains on and also auto-detection of the new radio. For example, if the user
wants to replace the radio on socket 0, he has just to unplug the current radio module, plung
the new one and press the button. The new radio will be detected by AGILE, without turning off
the Raspberry Pi. The LED will show if the radio has been correctly detected.

3.2.3.2 Power stage
The makers gateway can be powered in two ways:
a) from the 5V supply pin of the Raspberry Pi.
b) Powered by an external DC source through a jack connector (from 5V to 20 V).
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There is a power selector to choose between the two powering options. By default, most of the
radios will work with the 5V supply of the Raspberry without any problem. The external power
source option is left open just in case a radio module could need more power than that available
on the 5V pin.
Either ways of powering are protected against over currents with a resettable fuse. After the
fuse, there is a slide switch to turn on and off the whole gateway. The on position is the nearest
to the external power socket.
The makers gateway has a voltage regulator of 3V3 which powers all the circuitry of the shield,
so all communication buses, pins, etc. work at 3V3. The 5V of Raspberry Pi are not present on
the board except for the voltage regulator input.

3.2.3.3 LEDs
The gateway has some LEDs to allow knowing the user the current state just by visual inspection.
On-off LED
It is connected directly to the 3V3 supply, so it will light if the gateway is plugged into a Raspberry
Pi and the slide switch is in on position.
Socket LEDs
Each radio socket has its own LED to know if the radio has been correctly detected.
Aux LEDs
There are three auxiliary LEDs that can be programed by the user freely.

3.2.3.4 ADC
The makers gateway includes a 18-Bit, Multi-Channel ΔΣ Analog-to-Digital Converter to allow
the integration of external analog sensors with high accuracy. It is powered at 3V3.
A dedicated connector is provided to allow accessing the four differential ADC channels, besides
than two power pins and two ground pins. The on-board 2.048V reference voltage enables an
input range of ± 2.048V differentially (full scale range = 4.096V/PGA).

3.2.3.5 On board Temperature, Humidity and Pressure sensor
The makers version of the gateway includes an on board digital temperature, humidity and
pressure sensor developed by Bosh.

3.2.3.6 EEPROM
An EEPROM memory has been added according to the HAT specification. Besides, ID_SC and
ID_SD pins have been routed only to the EEPROM memory, and pulled up to 3K9 resistors. No
other devices are attached to these pins, as it is shown below.
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Figure 7: EEPROM circuit. Raspberry Pi Hat specification
The ID EEPROM file will be generated using the official tool from Raspberry and the contents will
follow its format. The following values will be used:
Vendor Info
product_uuid

00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000

product_id

0x0001

product_ver

0x0001

vendor

"Libelium Comunicaciones Distribuidas S.L."

product

"AGILE Gateway Hat - Maker's version"
GPIO Settings

gpio_drive

0

gpio_slew

0

gpio_hysteresis

0

back_power

0
GPIO Functions

17

OUTPUT

UP

27

INPUT

DEFAULT

Table 3 – EEPROM values.
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3.3 Gateway specification
The makers gateway is composed by a Raspberry Pi 2 (which, in the future, could be replaced
with a Raspberry 3, or any other new model released meanwhile the duration of the project), a
Rpi Hat (an expansion board for the Raspberry Pi) and the modules that can be connected.
Considering the requirements described in the previous sections, the solution proposed for the
makers gateway covers both the shared requirements and the Pilot specific requirements:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The basic connectivity is guaranteed because the Raspberry Pi 2 offers Ethernet
communication. Wifi communication can be integrated via an USB module. The
Raspberry Pi 3 already integrates Wifi (along Ethernet). The BLE communication can be
achieved with a BLE module via USB. The Raspberry Pi 3 already integrates BLE.
The Rpi 2 has a compact size. The Hat follows the specifications of the Raspberry Pi
Foundation and adapts to the size of the Rpi 2. The Rpi 2 has enough ruggedness to be
used. The Hat is attached on top of the Rpi 2 and can be screw to it. The modules fit the
Hat with a XBee form factor or are connected via USB. In case of extra ruggedness
needed, there are several enclosures designed to fit the Rpi 2 plus a Rpi Hat.
The processing power and memory are provided by the Raspberry Pi 2 CPU, a 900MHz
quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU, and the Raspberry Pi 2 memory, 1GB of RAM.
The Raspberry Pi 2 includes a Micro SD card slot, which supports high speed and capacity
Micro SD cards.
The Hat is provided with several LEDs that can be used depending on the vertical
application.
The communication can be achieved by connecting different modules to the Rpi 2 or the
Hat. The protocols supported include USB, UART, SPI and I2C.
The sensing modules can be plugged in the Raspberry Pi 2 via the GPIO (General Purpose
Input/Output) pins.
The ZigBee and 802.15.4 radio protocols are compatible thanks to the integration of the
Digi's Xbee ZigBee and Xbee 802.15.4 modules.

The following table lists the specifications of the Raspberry Pi Hat.
Feature

Power

Radio sockets

Nominal input power
External input power
Consumption
Communication
Power
Form factor

Description
5V DC pin from Raspberry Pi
5V to 20 V DC supply
< 100mA without radio
modules
UART and SPI
3V3
Xbee form factor
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HW_MK_15,
HW_MK_16
UART
SPI
General I/O

Two multiplexed UARTs
Two SPI modules allowed
All Raspberry GPIO available

HW_SH_1,
HW_SH_2,
HW_SH_8,
HW_MK_2,
HW_MK_4,
HW_MK_5,
HW_MK_8,
HW_MK_9,
HW_MK_10,
HW_MK_11,
HW_MK_13,
HW_MK_15,
HW_MK_16

Operating temperature
Storage temperature
Size

-20 to +50 ºC
-40 to +85 ºC
According HAT specification

HW_SH_4

Operational range
Full accuracy range
Accuracy
Response time

-40 ~ +85 ºC
0 ~ +65 ºC
±1 ºC (range 0 ºC ~ +65 ºC)
1.65 seconds (63% response
from +30 to +125 °C).
1 μA measuring
0 ~ 100% of Relative Humidity
(for temperatures < 0 °C and >
60 °C see figure below)
< ±3% RH (at 25 ºC, range 20 ~
80%)
±1% RH
-40 ~ +85 ºC
(63% of step 90% to 0% or 0%
to 90%): 1 second
1.8 μA measuring
2.8 μA measuring
30 ~ 110 kPa
-40 ~ +85 ºC

I/O interfaces

Environment
Dimensions

On board temperature
sensor

Typical consumption
Measurement range
Accuracy
On board Humidity
sensor

On board Pressure
sensor

On board ADC

Hysteresis
Operating temperature
Response time
Typical consumption
Maximum consumption
Measurement range
Operational temperature
range
Full accuracy
temperature range
Absolute accuracy
Typical consumption
Maximum consumption
Accuracy
Channels

0 ~ +65 ºC
±0.1 kPa (0 ~ 65 ºC)
2.8 μA measuring
4.2 μA measuring
18-Bit
Up to 4 channels
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On board voltage
reference
I/O interface
Power
Programmable data rate
LEDs
Memory

2.048V
I2C
3V3
From 3.75 to 240 SPS
Several LEDs on board for
notifications
EEPROM, according to HAT
Specification

HW_MK_1
HW_MK_14

Table 4 – Makers gateway hat specifications.

Apart from the Hat specifications, the Raspberry Pi (version 3, last version available at the
market while this deliverable has been produced) specifications can be found below:
Feature

Power

Radio Modules

I/O interfaces

Memory
Processor
Storage
Dimensions
Notifications

Description

Nominal input power

5V DC microUSB

WiFi

BCM43143 WiFi on board,
802.11n Wireless LAN
BLE & BT4.1 module on board

Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE)
UART
USB
General I/O
SPI
Audio/Video

Ethernet
RAM
CPU

One internal UART
4 x USB 2 ports
40 pin extended GPIO
SPI available (2 chip selects)
Combined 3.5mm audio jack
and composite video
Full HDMI port
Ethernet Port
1 GB

Requirement
Reference
HW_MK_7,
HW_MK_18
HW_SH_1,
HW_SH_2,
HW_SH_8

HW_SH_1,
HW_SH_8,
HW_MK_4

HW_SH_6
HW_SH_5

Removable storage

1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core
ARMv8 (Broadcom BCM2837)
Micro SD port

Length
Width
LEDs

85 mm
56 mm
Several LEDs on board

HW_SH_3

HW_SH_7

HW_MK_1

Table 5 – Raspberry Pi 3 specifications.
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Summarizing, some of the requirements are covered by the Hat itself, some other requirements
are covered by the Raspberry Pi, while other requirements referring to the joint Raspberry Pi +
Hat are also satisfied. In the next table, the technical specifications of what actually is the
gateway: combination of Raspberry Pi + Hat can be found:
Feature

Mechanics

Description

Length
Width
Height
Weight
Enclosure

85 mm
56 mm
30 mm
< 400 g
Yes, to provide robustness

HW_SH_3,
HW_SH_4,
HW_MK_17

Stability

Use of Raspbian or other
stable and reliable OS
FCC, CE

HW_MK_3

Mechanics
Operating System
Designed for
Certifications
Positioning System

Requirement
Reference

Regulatory

Geo-Localization

External GPS module (XBee
form factor)
Cellular Network to position

HW_SH_4,
HW_MK_20

HW_SH_11,
HW_MK_19
HW_SH_10

Table 6 – Joint Raspberry Pi + Hat specifications.

4 AGILE Industrial Gateway
The AGILE Industrial Gateway introduces the next generation modular multiservice gateway
conceived for multi-domain industrial application. Based on the DFM design methodology, the
AGILE Industrial Gateway represents the transition from the classical single board gateway
design to a flexible, standardized and modular hardware platform, capable to satisfy the
requirements of current industrial application and ensure a valuable solution for future
application, market and opportunities.
The AGILE Industrial Gateway has been conceived in order to achieve the following business and
technical objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase the customer retention by offering new designs that are fully compatible but
provide better performances, new features and capabilities.
Increase the number of potential customers.
Enrich the product portfolio with a gateway that is global market ready.
Significantly reduce the time to market.
Significantly reduce the non-recurring engineering costs (NREs).
Leverage the portfolio of CPU modules and enable third party suppliers.
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•
•
•
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Grow a library of standard HW “building blocks” to be reused across the entire group of
companies.
Confine any customization of the gateway required by customers outside the core
“building blocks”.
Provide a stable hardware foundation for the development of any software layer on top
of it.
Reduce the number of independent stock keeping unit (SKUs): any new version of the
gateway has a low impact on the supply, inventory and manufacturing processes.

The design philosophy behind the industrial gateway is that every main architectural element
must be conceived as a module and must be designed following a common set of rules that
ensures modules interoperability, exchangeability, expandability and standard compliancy.
Following the DFM design methodology, the hardware architecture of the industrial gateway
has been studied and analysed in order to find the best partitioning of the system in modules
that represent the minimal standardized building blocks of the gateway. This analysis included
also a wide study of the market, in order to have a global view of the characteristics of the
commercial modules already available: many of the previous objectives can be achieved
promoting as much as possible the use of commercial modules and limiting the proliferation of
custom solutions.
This chapter describes a preliminary version of the modular architecture of the AGILE Industrial
Gateway and introduces some preliminary ideas about the design of the Monitoring Station, a
consolidated version of the industrial reference design, specifically conceived for pilot C. The
final version of the industrial gateway architecture will be provided in D1.2 at M18.

4.1 Industrial Gateway Requirements
This section illustrates the requirements identified during DFO phase A for the industrial
modular gateway. The requirements emerge from the analysis of the company background and
expertise, acquired in more than twenty years of technical and business activities in the areas of
embedded systems, low power solutions, rugged devices, industrial application, vertical
markets, etc.. This analysis has been complemented by the study of Pilot C, that is based on a
consolidated version of the industrial gateway (the monitoring station). Some of the
requirements identified in Pilot C refer to a more general level, therefore have been considered
as industrial gateway requirements. Finally, also the common requirements that are shared by
the two versions of the gateway have been considered (see section 2.3.3).
The identifier of the requirement is composed by three fields separated by “_”: HW that stands
for “hardware”, IND that stands for “industrial” and the last field represents the incremental
number of the requirement.
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Name

Description

Category

Related
Components

Source

HW_IND_1

Mobile
connectivity

The gateway must
support different
mobile communication
channels, including
2G/3G and 4G

Connectivity

Industrial
Gateway

PC_HW_1,
PE_HW_2

HW_IND_2

Hardware
Interfaces

The gateway should
provide a rich set of
I/O interfaces.

Interfaces

Industrial
Gateway

PC_HW_14

Maintenance
Interface

The gateway should
provide dual
independent wired I/O
interfaces to simplify
local deployment and
maintenance.

Interfaces

Industrial
Gateway

PC_HW_15

Processing
Architecture

The industrial version
should support at least
a low power Intel X86
ISA with multi-core
option for workload
scalability.

Processing

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_1

Memory
Sizing

The industrial gateway
should be equipped
with a maximum of
1GB/core, to
guarantee balanced
performances/price on
the target workloads.
Optional memory
down (embedded
chips, not memory
DIMMs) for highest
reliability in harsh
environment could be
provided.

Processing

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_2

ID

HW_IND_3

HW_IND_4

HW_IND_5
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Name

Description

Category

Related
Components

Source

Storage
Interfaces

The industrial gateway
should provide
multiple storage
interface and form
factors for highest
flexibility/combination.

Storage

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_3

Removable
Storage

The industrial gateway
could be equipped
with industrial grade
removable storage
options.

Storage

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_4

Industrial
Basic
Connectivity

The Industrial gateway
should support
Ethernet I/F as
widespread wired high
speed interface for
industrial application.
It should be possible to
design for configurable
connector type for
specific vertical market
(at least circular
connectors and
standard RJ45).

Connectivity

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_5

Industrial I/O
Interfaces

The industrial gateway
could support for
typical general
purpose buses and
interfaces for
industrial application.

Interfaces

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_6

Industrial
Digital I/O

The industrial gateway
could provide general
purpose configurable
and programmable
digital I/O. The
number, cost and
integration level for

Interfaces

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_7
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Category

Related
Components

Source

Legacy I/O

The industrial gateway
could provide legacy
KVM maintenance and
digital video output
options.

Interfaces

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_8

Antennas

The industrial gateway
must support antennas
diversity for both
cellular and Wi-Fi.

Connectivity

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_9

Audio

The industrial gateway
could provide
integrated support for
general purpose audio
I/O, and optional
support for direct
speaker driver and
amplified MIC in (for
standalone audio
interface - no external
component required).

Multimedia

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_11

Calendar

The industrial gateway
must provide
persistent calendar
information.

Processing

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_12

HW_IND_15

Watch Dog

The industrial gateway
must provide a system
level programmable
watchdog.

Processing

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_13

HW_IND_16

Maintenance
Support

The industrial gateway
should support user
application defaults
management,

Processing

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_14

ID

Name

Description
these interfaces should
be balanced.

HW_IND_11

HW_IND_12

HW_IND_13

HW_IND_14
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Category

Related
Components

Source

SIM Slot

The industrial gateway
must provide an
embedded modem
with user accessible
SIM card.

Connectivity

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_15

Predictive
Maintenance

The industrial gateway
design should support
preventive
maintenance enabled
application.

Processing

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_16

Internal
Interfaces

The industrial gateway
should provide high
speed internal generic
expansion interfaces.

Interfaces

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_17

Internal
Buses

The industrial gateway
must provide a
widespread adopted
expansion card
standard, commercial
available expansion
cards for industrial
applications (extended
temp range, shock &
vibration resistant)
and solid state storage
option variant for CPU
module without
integrated storage.

Interfaces

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_18

Form Factor

The industrial gateway
must be compliant
with multiple standard
form factor of
embedded systems for
industrial application.

Dimensions

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_19

Name

Description
permanent logging and
failure tracking.

HW_IND_17

HW_IND_18

HW_IND_19

HW_IND_20

HW_IND_21
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Category

Related
Components

Source

Power
Voltage

The industrial gateway
must support AC (1phase) or DC power
input voltage.

Power

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_20

Operating
Environment

The industrial gateway
must be dust proof,
water proof (specific
application only), wide
operating temperature
range (minimum -10 +50 C)

Mechanics

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_21

Thermal
Solution

The industrial gateway
could provide general
purpose configurable
and programmable
digital I/O. The
number, cost and
integration level for
these interfaces should
be balanced.

Mechanics

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_22

Extended
Standard
Compliancy

The industrial gateway
must satisfy the
following standard:
FCC, CE, EN45545 (fire
& smoke), UL 60950,
RoHS2, REACH RED,
Carrier Specific,
External antenna
design, IP 65.

Standard

Industrial
Gateway

ID_HW_23

Name

Description
At least BOX PC, Panel
PC and Rack Mount
System.

HW_IND_22

HW_IND_23

HW_IND_24

HW_IND_25

Table 7 – Industrial gateway requirements.
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4.2 Monitoring Station Requirements
The following table illustrates the requirements of the air quality and pollution monitoring
station, the industrial version of the gateway that will be adopted in Pilot C. The identifier of the
requirement is composed by three fields separated by “_”: HW that stands for “hardware”, MS
that stands for “monitoring station” and the last field represents the incremental number of the
requirement.
ID

Description

Category

Related
Components

Source

The monitoring
station must be
equipped with
multiple sensing
modules for air
pollution and air
quality monitoring.

Sensing

Monitoring
Station

PC_HW_3

Sensing
multimodality

A sensing module
could comprise
one or more
sensors for the
acquisition of one
or more physical
parameters of the
air.

Sensing

Monitoring
Station

PC_HW_5

Sensing
Categories

The sensing
modules should
cover at least five
categories of air
physical
parameters:
Sensing
gaseous pollutants,
particulates,
ionizing radiations,
non-ionizing
radiations and
sound pollution.

Monitoring
Station

PC_HW_6

Name

HW_MS_1 Sensing

HW_MS_2

HW_MS_3
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Name

Description

Category

Related
Components

Source

Sensing
Calibration

The sensing
modules must be
based on precalibrated sensors
and must operates
at least for 12
months before recalibration.

Sensing

Monitoring
Station

PC_HW_7,
PC_OR_1,
PC_OR_3

Power
consumption

The power
consumption of
the monitoring
station must be
compatible with a
usage on the field,
where the power
input is typically a
battery or
photovoltaic
sources. E.g. 12-24
VDC, 4.5 W.

Power

Monitoring
Station

PC_HW_8

The monitoring
station enclosure
should support the
hardware
modularity of
networking and
sensing modules.

Mechanics

Monitoring
Station

PC_HW_12

The monitoring
station should be
equipped with
hardware
integrated
technology for
security.

Security

Monitoring
Station

PC_HW_16

Hardware
HW_MS_6 Modules
Enclosure

HW_MS_7

Integrated
Security

Table 8 – Monitoring station requirements.
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4.3 Architecture
The architecture of the AGILE Industrial Gateway has been defined following the DFM
Methodology illustrated in section 2.2. The first phase (A) allowed the identification of a
reference design, that is inspired by the concept of modularity and collects all ETH expertise and
know-how. Starting from the reference design, the second phase (B) will allow the definition of
the consolidated design of the gateway that will be adopted in Pilot C, “Air Quality & Pollution
Monitoring”.
Starting from the general requirements (ID_HW_XX) identified during the analysis steps (DFM
phase A steps 1,2 and 3) and the AGILE shared requirements (see section 2.3.3), it has been
possible to define the preliminary reference design of the industrial gateway, see Figure 10.
In phase A, the preliminary reference designed has been further refined to obtain the final
reference design illustrated in Figure 13.
A prototype of the reference design will be implemented, in order to demonstrate the added
value of a general purpose modular multiservice industrial gateway. But, the most interesting
usage of the reference design is the definition and implementations of a consolidated design of
the air quality and pollution Monitoring Station for Pilot C.
Starting from the reference design defined in DFM phase A, and considering the requirements
identified during the pilot analysis (PC_XX_XX), phase B will allow the definition of the
consolidated design of the monitoring station. Phase B related activities will be performed
during the next part of the AGILE project and will be reported in deliverable D1.2 at M18.

4.3.1 Industrial gateway architecture
The modular approach adopted for the design of the industrial gateway is based on a set of
modules characterized by different levels of integration with the carrier module. Four categories
of modules have been identified:
•

•

L-modules: logical modules are design-level modules that, in the gateway
implementation, are integrated on the carrier board. They do not exist physically as
separated boards but, during the design phase, they offer all the advantages provided
by modularity (i.e. the CPU and the BMM modules could be integrated in the carrier of
a consolidated design).
B-modules: these modules are physically independent and are connected to the carrier
via a board-to-board connection. The role of B-modules is to provide modularity into
the gateway enclosure and, typically, they do not offer interfaces on the enclosures
external panels. For this reasons, these modules are also called internal expansions.
Considering the nature of the connector, the B-modules are the most appropriate blocks
to provide the gateway functionalities and capabilities that require high-speed
hardware interfaces (> 1Gbit).
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Figure 8: example of B-module.
•

C-modules: these modules are physically independent and connected to the carrier with
a cabled connection. The cable connection provides more freedom when positioning the
module in the gateway enclosure. This allows to optimize heat dissipation, components
cooling and modules positioning with respect to the power distribution. Furthermore, it
allows modules positioning that meets certification compliance, i.e. EMI shielding, EMC
emissions. Finally, these modules provide external interfaces and, with a cable
connection, simplify the identification of the position that matches the connectors
apertures on the enclosure external panels. For this reasons, they are also called
external expansion modules.

Figure 9: examples of C-module.
Figure 9 illustrates, three categories of C-Modules. The first module is simply a board
positioned in the most suitable position in the enclosure and it is connected to the
carrier with a flat cable. The second is a module coupled with a connectors board, and
is connected to the carrier through a flat cable. The connectors board is typically
screwed on one of the enclosure external panels and exports outside of the gateway the
connectors of the interfaces. Finally, the third version is similar, but the module is the
connectors board itself.
•

G-modules: depending on the specific customer requirements and application context,
these modules can be implemented as L-modules, B-modules or C-modules.

Starting from these categories of modules and adopting the DFM methodology, during the
design analysis of the AGILE Industrial Gateway the following main building blocks have been
identified:
•

core modules:
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o CPU module;
o carrier module;
o Board Management Module.
Standard expansion library:
o power supplies (industrial and certified);
o storage modules (with HDD and/or SDD);
o MiniPCIe internal expansion modules;
o I/O external expansion modules;
o AUX I/O modules;
o I/O modules for field bus;
o gateway and modules enclosures.
Customizable modules:
o I/O external expansion modules;
o I/O modules for field bus;
o user I/O panel;
o gateway and modules enclosures.

The following figure illustrates the modular architecture of the preliminary reference design of
the AGILE Industrial Gateway.

Figure 10: Industrial gateway modular approach.
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The CPU Module is a core module of type B-Module, designed specifically to support the
requirements of a CPU in terms of bandwidth, bus, high speed signals, etc.. Considering its role,
also the carrier is classified as a core module, but doesn’t fall in any of the four categories of
modules previously defined. The standard expansion library is composed typically by standard
commercial modules or by modules designed specifically for the AGILE Industrial Gateway, but
conceived for reuse. Furthermore, some modules can be customized in order to match specific
customer or application requirements: as anticipated, one of the objective of the industrial
gateway design is to reduce as much as possible the number of custom modules, focusing more
on the standard expansion library.
Starting from this preliminary high-level architecture, the next step of design refinement and
the analysis of the potential vertical markets (DFM phase A step 5) allowed to identify the
architecture partitioning of the final design. Considering the functional aspects and the
categories of modules previously defined, seven types of modules have been identified as the
building blocks of the final reference design: they are presented in the following sections.

4.3.1.1 CPU Module
The CPU module isolates the core components and functionalities related to the CPU and
memory subsystem with an integrated design. In some instances, it can also provide tightly
integrated system storage. This subsystem partitioning is well addressed by standardised Small
Form Factor Computer On Module architectures on the market. We selected the PICMG COM.0
v2.1 standard [6], generally known as COM Express, that provides the right level of integration,
CPU supported class, power/performance balance, industrial environment. This solution is
widespread adopted, with a good roadmap also for the future Intel low power CPUs.
To address the required computing performance level, connectivity, expandability and
integration, the AGILE Industrial Gateway support the following COM Express modules:
•
•
•

Type 10,
Mini Form Factor (55 x 84 mm),
Intel Atom SoC BayTrail (E3800, 22nm) [7] or Apollo Lake3 (14nm) platform families 10W
TDP CPU Class.

4.3.1.2 Board Management Module BMM
This module is devoted to system level specific management and orchestration without the
intervention of the BIOS or of software running on the CPU. This solution allows to orchestrate
the gateway also when the CPU is in stand-by (i.e. for power management) and radically resolve
the problem of modifying the BIOS, that is not always possible. In general, it is implemented
with a programmable logic or dedicated microcontroller. For AGILE Industrial Gateway we select
a 32-bit ARM ultra-low power SOC for flexibility and integration. Implemented functionalities
include:
•

system and modules status and related transitions (low power states, extended wakeup,
reset, etc.);
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system maintenance (auto test, secure update, timed procedures, vehicle injection
sensing, etc.);
special features (external power control, timed procedure, etc.).

4.3.1.3 Storage module
This module provides reliable persistent storage capability for Operating System and application
data storage. The identified architecture provides flexible support for multiple concurrent
storage option to address application specific needs:
•

•

•

CPU module integrated Nand flash based storage in the form of eMMC module [8] (multi
GB capacity). Typically used for critical system data or where highest reliable storage is
needed for harsh environment.
Internal expansion NAND Flash based storage:
o mSATA SSD (for O.S and/or data storage)
o Removable SD Memory Card (mainly for log/config/update purpose).
External storage module, e.g. industrial grade 2.5” HDD/SDD Disk, optional removable
with Storage Drive Bay.

4.3.1.4 AUX I/O Module
This module has been conceived for auxiliary (and typically optional) functionalities with
significant power requirement. Instead of overdesign the carrier power section, the power
supply module directly provides power to this module where additional power filtering and
regulation could be implemented. Example of AUX I/O modules includes:
•
•

Power Over Ethernet module, injecting compliant IEEE 802.3af/at power to the
integrated Ethernet ports or implementing additional powered Ethernet ports;
Panel Display Backlight module, in case of industrial system with integrated display;

The other I/O modules that have been identified are powered by the carrier (see the following
modules description).

4.3.1.5 I/O Expansion modules
These modules generate the signals and interfaces for the external panel to interconnect the
system to the outside world. They implement I/O functionalities, signal conditioning and
conversion and support the right connectors and user interfaces required by specific verticals.
Example of features provided by these modules includes:
•
•
•

bus converter and expander, for example GPIO expander;
I/O signal isolation and protection;
special function with low power requirements and small footprint.
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Figure 11: example of bus converter/expander.

4.3.1.6 User I/O Modules
These modules provide user interfaces for system maintenance and testing purposes. They are
typically low footprint and low power, to be implemented either on existing external module or
directly on the carrier board. This specific type of I/O expansion for user oriented functionalities
have been introduced because these modules are cheaper than I/O expansions. Furthermore,
being different from I/O expansions, they can also satisfy the specific mechanical requirements
related to the user interfaces. Typically, useful user interfaces required by industrial gateways
includes:
•
•
•

test, debug and logging interfaces;
local maintenance interfaces;
legacy user interfaces, e.g. for mouse and keyboard.

4.3.1.7 I/O Modules for fieldbus
They implement application specific industrial fieldbus and network protocols, for example
CANBus [9], EtherCAT [10] and ProfiNET [11]. Depending on the complexity and required
computation resources, these modules can be integrated directly in the CPU Module or
implemented by the BMM or implemented on Internal Expansion Module, potentially providing
any kind of fieldbus support. The specific interface connectors are implemented on the system
panel and internally cabled to these modules.

4.3.1.8 Power module
The module provides the first level of conversion, conditioning and filtering of power externally
available to the system. For highest system integration level, it can be integrated on the carrier
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or can be an external module, with different configurations, in order to provide multiple choices
for power range, input type and compliances to specific standards for verticals. The AGILE
Industrial Gateway supports (using specific power module configuration):
•
•
•
•
•

a nominal input range of 110-230V AC or 12-24V DC, with surge and noise protection;
input isolation;
single regulated DC output;
power input range: 20 to 50 W;
and design for EN50155 and MIL-STD-810G compliance.

Figure 12: example of power modules.

4.3.2 Industrial gateway reference architecture
The following figure illustrates how the previous modules compose the AGILE industrial Gateway
reference design. This design will be adopted for the prototypes of the industrial gateway and
further consolidation in vertical domains.
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Figure 13: Final industrial gateway reference design.

4.3.3 Monitoring Station architecture
The reference design of the AGILE Industrial gateway will be adopted as the hardware baseline
of the air quality and pollution monitoring station designed and developed for Pilot C. The
process of consolidation of the reference design in a vertical specific design follows phase B of
the DFM methodology (see section 2.2).
Starting from the specifications of the reference design and considering the requirements
emerged from the analysis of Pilot C, the consolidated design will be customized following three
main objectives:
•
•
•

smaller size, higher components and modules integration;
more limited requirements in terms of modularity, that is focused only on sensing and
network functionalities;
lower power consumption.

The following figure illustrates a hypothesis of the consolidated architecture of the monitoring
station. The consolidation of the reference design in the context of Pilot C will be performed
starting from the second semester of the project. The results of these activities will be reported
in D1.2 at M18.
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Figure 14: monitoring station preliminary consolidate design.

4.4 Industrial gateway specification
The following table reports the specification of the reference design of the AGILE industrial
gateway. For each specification, in the final column, the related requirements have been
specified.
Feature

Description

Ref.
Requirements
HW_SH_5,
HW_IND_4,
HW_IND_20
HS_SH_6,
HW_IND_5

PROCESSOR

CPU

Intel Atom BayTrail (E3845, 1.91GHz, 4
cores)

MEMORY

RAM

Up to 4GB 1333 MHz DDR3L

Embedded storage

STORAGE

SATA
Removable
storage

Up to 8GB eMMC
1x mSATA
1x SATA II
Micro SD slot (service panel)
optional Removable Drive Bay
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Wired
networking

2x Indipendent Gb Ethernet
(10/100/1000) auto-sensing

USB

1x USB 2.0, 1x USB3.0
1x USB 2.0 (service panel)
Noise and surge protected

Serial

1x RS-232 (5 wires) optoisolated,
up to 3x RS-485/RS-422 configurable
optoisolated,
1x console (service panel)

Fieldbus

Integrated 1x CANBus 2.0B;
other fieldbus standard supported by
miniPCIe cards

Generic
programmable
I/O

HW_IND_9,
HW_IND_2,
HW_IND_3,
HW_IND_16

Up to 8 digital optoisolated and
protected lines: 3x In, 3x Out
1x system on remote ctrl

HW_IND_10,
HW_IND_2

Video

Default: 1x mini Display Port (service
panel)
custom option for 2nd video LVDS,VGA
or HDMI

HW_IND_11,
HW_IND_2,
HW_IND_3,
HW_IND_16

Audio

1x Line IN stereo, 1x Line OUT stereo
or optional integrated MIC and Speaker
(2W)

HW_IND_13,
HW_IND_2

Yes. Options: integrated; internal
module via miniPCIe card; external
module

HW_IND_1

Wireless LAN

WiFi 802.11b/g/n (internal module via
miniPCIe card)

HW_SH_1

Bluetooth

4.0 BLE (internal module via miniPCIe
card)

HW_SH_2

Up to 5 SMA type antennas
2x Cellular
2x Wi-Fi/Bluetooth,
1x GPS

HW_SH_1,
HW_IND_1,
HW_SH_2,
HW_IND_12

Cellular
support

WIRELESS
INTERFACES

HW_SH_1,
HW_IND_8,
HW_IND_2

3G/4G

Antennas
connectors

RTC

Ultra low power RTC
HW_IND_14

OTHER

RTC backup
Watchdog

> 1 month
Yes, CPU module independent
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Non volatile User
Memory
TPM
Programmable
button
SIM support

GPS
INTEGRATED
SENSORS
System
temperature
Accelerometer
High
speed
Expansion
Interface

Serial EEPROM

HW_IND_16

Optional

HW_MS_7

Yes (service panel)

HW_IND_16

1x micro SIM slot (service panel)

HW_IND_17

Yes. Options:
integrated high sensitivity receiver; up
to 3 concurrent GNSS
(GPS, Galileo, GLONASS, BeiDou)
with external antenna;
external module;

HW_SH_10

Operating temperature range
temperature sensor

HW_MS_3

Two or three axes

HW_MS_3

Rugged Board to Board connector
PCI express Gen 2.0 1x 1-lane
SATAII port, USB2, Ctrl, Pwr

INTERNAL
EXPANSIONS
miniPCIe Slots

Nominal
Input

power

3x independent miniPCIe slots
one slot mSATA compatible

110-220 V AC or 12-24 V DC protected
not isolated

POWER

ENVIRONMENT

Power
Consumption

<50W Max

Operating
Temperature

-20 to +50 °C

Storage
Temperature

-40 to +85 °C

Humidity
Dimensions
reference
design

Form factor

0 to 95% non-condensing

HW_SH_8,
HW_MS_1,
HW_SH_9,
HW_IND_9,
HW_IND_19,
HW_IND_20,
HW_IND_2

HW_IND_22,
HW_MS_5

HW_SH_3,
HW_SH_4,
HW_IND_21,
HW_IND_23,
HW_IND_24

Rugged BOX PC
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Width x Depth x
Height
Weight
Thermal solution
Regulatory
Safety
Environmental
DESIGNED FOR
CERTIFICATIONS

Radio
Cellular

< 140x260x70 mm
< 3.0 Kg
Fanless, conductive cooling
CE, FCC,
EN45545 (fire&smoke)
UL 60950 [14]
RoHS2 [12]
REACH [13]
RED [15]

HW_SH_11,
HW_IND_25

Carrier Specific, External antenna
design

Ingres
Protection

IP 65

Table 9 – Industrial gateway specification.

4.4.1 Monitoring station specifications
The monitoring station specification and design is still in a very preliminary stage. Currently, the
specifications definition has been focused only on the sensing and networking modules. A
preliminary indication of the final specifications of the monitoring station includes:
•

•

Sensing features:
o CO (Carbon monoxide);
o CO2 (Carbon dioxide);
o NO (Nitrogen oxide);
o NO2 (Nitrogen dioxide);
o O3 (Ozone);
o SO2 (Sulfur dioxide);
o H2S (Hydrogen sulfide);
o VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds);
o PM10 Particulate;
o Alpha, Beta and Gamma Ionizing Radiation;
o Electro Magnetic Non-Ionizing Radiation;
o Sound (sound pollution).
Connectivity:
o GPRS/3G
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o WiFi (802.11b/g/n)
o 10/100/1000 Ethernet
GPS Geo-localization.
Power: 12-24 VDC, 4.5 W (suitable for battery and photovoltaic sources).

In order to satisfy the limitations in terms of power consumption the ARM CPU architecture will
be considered: the ratio between the processing power and the power consumption of ARM
CPUs seem to be more appropriate to the profile of Pilot C. This analysis is ongoing and will be
concluded in the second semester of the project. Finally, considering the requirements related
to dimensions, we decided to limit the physical modularity to the sensing modules, integrating
on the carrier the main building block of the gateway (CPU, storage and power supply). The
necessity to maintain the modularity for network is still under evaluation.

5 Conclusions
In this deliverable the hardware architecture and the specifications of the makers and industrial
AGILE gateways have been presented. Adopting the “design for modularity” methodology and
following the results of the requirements analysis performed in WP1 and WP8, the preliminary
design of both gateways has been defined. The makers version will be directly adopted in the
AGILE Pilots, while the industrial version will be available both as a general purpose gateway and
as a custom solution for Pilot C. A second phase of design and refinement will start from the
architecture presented in this deliverable and will produce the final reference design for both
the versions of the AGILE gateway. The results of these activities will be reported in D1.2.
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Appendix I – Gateway Requirements Tables
“Makers” Gateway Requirements
Id

MK_HW_1

Name

Rpi Compatibility

Priority

High

Description The “makers” gateway shield must be directly pluggable on a
Raspberry Pi 2.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_2

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Name

Platform Stability

Priority

Medium

Description The “makers” gateway should provide a stable hardware
platform to allow developing any SW layer on Raspberry Pi.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_3

Name

Market Ready

Priority

High

Description The “makers” gateway must be global market ready.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_4

Name

Peripherals

Priority

High

Type

Hardware

Description The “makers” gateway must allow to connect two different
radio protocols at the same time as peripherals.
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Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_5

Name

Hot swap

Priority

High

Description The “makers” gateway must allow hot swapping the radio
modules while the Raspberry remains on.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_6

Component(s)

Name

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Priority

Medium

Description The “makers” gateway should provide notifications to the
users through LEDs.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background and Component(s) AGILE Gateway
previous expertise
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_7

Priority

High

Description The “makers” gateway must be designed to meet the FCC
and CE specification.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background and
previous expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_8

Name

Priority

High

Type

Hardware

Name

Notification LED

Basic standard

Open Source

Description The “makers” gateway must be designed as open source
project.
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Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Name

Priority

Medium

Description The “makers” gateway should simplify the integration of
external sensors trough common hardware structures like
ADCs, etc.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_10

External Power

Priority

Medium

Description The “makers” gateway should support an external power
source as an alternative powering method.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background and
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_11

Component(s)

Name

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Priority

High

Description The shield must use a 40 pin female connector to allow a
physical connection with the Raspberry Pi.

Type

Hardware

Source

Verification Design

Partners background
and previous expertise

Name

External
Sensors

Verification Design

Component(s)

Physical
Connection

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)
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Name

Priority

High

Description The shield must use a 40 pin female connector to allow a
physical connection with the Raspberry Pi.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_13

Component(s)

Name

Physical
Connection

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Priority

High

Description The shield must not affect the Raspberry Pi platform and
allow the normal usage of all of its features, being fully
compatible.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_14

Component(s)

Name

Rpi Full
Compatibility

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Priority

High

Description The HAT must not affect the Raspberry Pi platform and allow
the normal usage of all of its features, being fully compatible.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous expertise

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_15

HAT Dimensions

Priority

High

Type

Hardware

Component(s)

Name

HAT Compliance

Description The HAT must respect the dimensions specified for the
Maker’s gateway.
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Source

Partners background and
previous expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_16

Name

Priority

High

Description The HAT should minimize the GPIO usage and leave GPIOs
free for other user applications.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_17

Name

EEPROM

Priority

High

Description The “makers” gateway must include an EEPROM to identify
the HAT according to the standard.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_18

Name

Zigbee

Priority

High

Description The “makers” gateway must be compatible with the zigbee
protocol.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background and
previous expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Verification Design

Id

MK_HW_19

Name

Priority

GPIO usage

802.15.4
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Description The “makers” gateway must be compatible with the 802.15.4
protocol.

Type

Source

Verification Design

Partners background and
previous expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Maker’s)

Hardware

“Industrial” Gateway Requirements
Id

ID_HW_1

Name

Processing
Architecture

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway should support at least a low power
Intel X86 ISA with multi-core option for workload scalability.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_2

Component(s)

Name

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Memory Sizing

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway should be equipped with a
maximum of 1GB/core, to guarantee balanced
performances/price on the target workloads. Optional
memory down (embedded chips, not memory DIMMs) for
highest reliability in harsh environment could be provided.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_3

Name

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Storage Interfaces
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Description The “industrial” gateway should provide multiple storage
interface and form factors for highest flexibility/combination.

Type

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_4

Name

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Priority

Medium

Description The “industrial” gateway could be equipped with industrial
grade removable storage options.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_5

Component(s)

Name

Removable
Storage

Hardware

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Industrial Basic
Connectivity

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway should support Ethernet I/F as
widespread wired high speed interface for industrial
application. It should be possible to design for configurable
connector type for specific vertical market (at least circular
connectors and standard RJ45).

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_6

Name

Industrial I/O
Interfaces

Priority
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Description The “industrial” gateway could support for typical general
purpose buses and interfaces for industrial application.

Type

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_7

Name

Industrial Digital I/O

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway could provide general purpose
configurable and programmable digital I/O. The number, cost
and integration level for these interfaces should be balanced.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_8

Component(s)

Name

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway could provide legacy KVM
maintenance and digital video output options.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_9

Component(s)

Name

Legacy I/O

Hardware

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Antennas

Description The “industrial” gateway must support antennas diversity for
both cellular and Wi-Fi.
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Source

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_10

Name

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must support BLE Communication.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_11

Name

Priority

Medium

Description The “industrial” gateway could provide integrated support
for general purpose audio I/O, and optional support for direct
speaker driver and amplified MIC in (for standalone audio
interface - no external component required).

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Component(
s)

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_12

Name

Calendar

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must provide persistent calendar
information.

Type

Hardware

Source

Verification Design

Partners background
and previous
expertise

BLE Communication

Audio

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)
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ID_HW_13

Name

Watch Dog

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must provide a system level
programmable watchdog.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_14

Name

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway should support user application
defaults management, permanent logging and failure
tracking.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_15

Maintenance Support

Component(s)

Name

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must provide an embedded modem
with user accessible SIM card.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_16

Component(s)

Name

SIM Slot

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Predictive
Maintenance
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Description The “industrial” gateway design should support preventive
maintenance enabled application.

Type

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_17

Name

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway should provide high speed internal
generic expansion interfaces.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
background and
previous expertise

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_18

Name

Internal Buses

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must provide a widespread adopted
expansion card standard, commercial available expansion
cards for industrial applications (extended temp range, shock
& vibration resistant) and solid state storage option variant
for CPU module without integrated storage.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners
Component(s)
background and
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_19

Name

Internal Interfaces

Hardware

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Form Factor

Description The “industrial” gateway must be compliant with multiple
standard form factor of embedded systems for industrial
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application. At least BOX PC, Panel PC and Rack Mount
System.
Source

Partners
Component(s) AGILE Gateway
background and
(Industrial)
previous expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_20

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must support AC (1-phase) or DC
power input voltage.

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Component(s) AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_21

Name

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must be dust proof, water proof
(specific application only), wide operating temperature range
(minimum -10 - +50 C)

Type

Hardware

Source

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Verification Design

Id

ID_HW_22

Name

Component(s)

Name

Power Voltage

Operating
Environment

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Thermal Solution

Description The “industrial” gateway The industrial gateway could
provide general purpose configurable and programmable
digital I/O. The number, cost and integration level for these
interfaces should be balanced.
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Partners background
and previous expertise

Id

ID_HW_23
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AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)

Verification Design

Extended
Standard
Compliancy

Priority

High

Description The “industrial” gateway must satisfy the following standard:
FCC, CE, EN45545 (fire & smoke), UL 60950, RoHS2, REACH
RED, Carrier Specific, External antenna design, IP 65.

Type

Hardware

Source

Verification Design

Partners background
and previous
expertise

Component(s)

Name

Component(s)

AGILE Gateway
(Industrial)
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